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1969 In 1969, the Greco family decided to emigrate to Australia, arriving in Melbourne in 
November 1969. 

Angelo left his studies at the Giovanni XXIII technical institute in Rome, where he was 
attending the third year of electrical engineering. 

1969-1972 Once in Melbourne he tries to continue his studies in Italian institutions in Melbourne, but 
without success, as there are no Italian educational institutions. 

After a few weeks - disillusioned and frustrated by the impossibility of continuing his 

studies in Italian - he manages to get work in a sheepskin tannery for a few months. 

He resigned from the tannery having found a job with Ericsson to test 

telecommunications equipment for telephone exchanges where he worked for about a 

year. He decided to quit and enroll in the last year of the Australian scientific high school 

in order to eventually enroll in university. He manages to graduate at the end of 1972. 

1973 He enrolled at the University, undertaking the degree course in electrical engineering. 

After a few months, Angelo's family decides to return to Italy, while Angelo decides to stay 

in Australia and to leave his studies full-time, having found a job in the hotel industry, 

where he will continue to work part-time for many years, but always. 

1974 In March he completely left his university studies, given the possible return of the Greco 

family to Melbourne, having found full-time work with Plessy (English 

telecommunications company), where he soon worked in a telephone exchange (South 

Yarra), continuing to work part time in the hospitality industry. 

In December 1974 Angelo marries Orietta  

1975 Ericsson contacts him offering him a new job to test complex telecommunications 

equipment and Angelo accepts the offer.  

1976 Telecom Australia contacts Angelo Greco offering him a job, which Angelo accepts, 

resigning from Ericsson and starting work in a telephone exchange in Northcote. 

1977 He won a scholarship with Telecom Australia - for three years full time - to obtain a 

diploma in electrotechnical technologies, which he managed to obtain in one year. 

1979 Upon completion of the above course enters Telecom Australia, as a 1st degree technical 

officer re-enrolls at university undertaking the part time electrical engineering course. 

1979-1982 Receives repeated promotions up to the appointment of senior technical officer level 3.  

1983 Obtains Double Degree: graduates in both Electrotechnics and Electronics.. 

1984 He is appointed Level 1 Engineer: 

He begins a further university specialization course in Ventilation, Heating, Refrigeration 

and Air Conditioning, obtaining the Diploma of mechanical engineer specialized in 

technological systems. 

1984-1988 He is appointed Senior Level 3 Engineer, responsible for all the changes to be made to the 

telephone exchanges in the state of Vittoria (about 2600 telephone exchanges) for the 

technological transition from analogue to digital communication. 

Angelo also received numerous private consultancy assignments which led him in 1988 to 

the decision to resign from Telecom Australia. 
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1988 He served at the O'Conner Consulting Group, first as Manager and then as director of 

technological systems and in this context he promoted and implemented various projects, as 

chief construction engineer. 

During this period Angelo taught, part-time, "electrotechnical technologies" at the technical 

institute of Frankston. 

1990 Angelo continuing his university studies enrolled at the University of Vittoria where he 

completed the postgraduate diploma of Project Manager in 1990 

1991 In February, he left O'Conner Consulting Group and, given the merger of Wargon and 

Chapman with Acer due to the great recession of the construction sector in Australia at that 

time, he decided to return to Italy, hoping to find professional accommodation. 

From February to December 1991 Angelo worked in Rome with an architect undertaking 

private consultancy for the renovation of apartments and villas but, given his job insecurity, 

he decided to return to Melbourne in December 1991. 

1992-1998 Arrived in Melbourne after a few weeks he was hired as chief engineer for the design, 

construction and maintenance of Esso headquarters with Hardcastle and Richards Pty Ltd, 

where he worked until May 1998, successfully completing the project. 

1998-2000 From May to November he worked, as engineer manager, for the State of Victoria, with 

AESmith Pty Ltd industrial company of ventilation, refrigeration and air conditioning. 

From November to February, he works as the business development manager of Otis 

Building Technologies, which was part of Otis Ascensori 

2000 He wins a scholarship and obtains the Master in Business Administration which he obtains in 2000. 

During this period Angelo teaches at Monash University “management of construction 

contracts” and at RMIT University “project management”. 

Otis Elevators decides to sell Otis Building Technology and Angelo leaves the company and is 

appointed chief engineer of Siemens Building Technology, where he promotes and develops a 

new department called "Performance contracting".. 

Subsequently, always with Siemens, he was appointed regional manager of airport affairs for 

Oceania, after the historic accident of 11 September, Siemens decided to resign all 

international airport affairs groups and thus the employment relationship also ended with 

Angelo. 

2001 Angelo formed his own consultancy company Greco Consulting, with many assignments until 

June 2022 when he decides to retire. 

2002-2004 Angelo is appointed Director of Operations with initial company called Inlink Technology, 

and the company is successfully developed and, after a few years, sold at a profit. 

2004-2005 Until August 2005 he is Head of the plant engineering structure of the ANZ Bank centers 

with Dawner Engineering.  

2005-2012 In June 2005 Angelo resigned from Dawner Engineering and was appointed Managing 

Director with Applied Group of Companies until 2012 when he decided to resign focusing on 

his company Greco Consulting. 

2019 In 2019 he is co-author -with professor Antonino Abrami and the lawyer Paolo Della 

Vecchia- of the book 
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"Water, other common goods and violations of sovereignty of peoples and of Made in Italy 

from rights denied to business of the century" "which protection and which solutions against 

the excessive power of multinationals"  

In the same year, in a stand made available to the Italian Government, he presented the 

aforementioned work at the COP 25 in Madrid. 

Angelo's university qualifications are: 

 Master of Business Administration 

 Post Degree Graduated  Diploma in Project Manager 

 Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineer 

 Diploma of Mechanical Engineering  

 Diploma of electrical technologies 

Le associazioni di Angelo 

 Member of the Institute of Engineers of Australia 

 Ex Member of the Institute of Electrical Engineering of England 

 Member of the Institute of Engineering of Australiai Charted Electrical Engineer 

 Ex Member of the Maintenance Engineeing Society of Australia 

 Ex Member of AIRAH 

 Ex Member of the Italian Chamber of Commerce 

 Member of IAES 


